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At Me Met Me, we have spent the last
few months assisting over 7,800 people
across Europe, Middle East and India
become resilient to stress, find meaning and
flourish during these uncertain times.

Since 2013, Me Met Me has assisted global
corporates and communities to overcome
stress, anxiety, low motivation, insomnia
etc. through customised workshops.
.
Trust you will find the next few slides of
much value for your team.

Yours Sincerely
Nuthan Manohar

“I will sit with you till you are not afraid
anymore… we will face this together.”
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Nuthan Manohar
Sleep Whisperer

Stress Buster

MBA, MSc Yoga, 

TEDx Speaker

Behavioural Interventions 15 YEARS

Wellness & Therapeutics 10 YEARS

Research 90 MBI MODULES

Olfaction 15 THERAPY CONCEPTS

Trainer Asia, Middle East, Europe

Primary Researcher MBI, Guest Lecturer,

Columnist, Youth Icon- Mathrubhumi,

Cochin Herald. Recipient of national and

international awards. IIM Bangalore

incubated start up.

INTERNATIONAL TRAINER | PRIMARY RESEARCHER | AYURVEDIC PERFUMER



Upcoming Sessions At

Clientele

Consulting – Consumer Behaviour & Research

Indian Navy Kerala Police Kerala Tourism

Balance Yoga, 
GermanyIIM Bangalore



IN THE PAST Me Met Me, spawned the largest global youth 

participation in disaster management, AnboduKochi, and was cited 

by UNDP. (2018)

AND NOW As a response to the pandemic and lockdown,

we did the following online…

• Mentor 1200 youth with the Police Department (Kerala). 

• 1000 students mentored on behalf of Junior Red Cross.

• Research project involving 300 participants for girl student 

wellbeing.

HERE IS WHAT WE FOUND…

YOUTH CENTRIC PROJECTS…



While few were coping well, many are silently 
suffering. 

• Acute stress

• Pandemic induced anxiety

• Insomnia

• Loss of purpose 

• Disintegrating relationships

• Boredom induced frustrations & antisocial 
behaviour.

…WHAT RESEARCH REVEALED



• Change Begins with You
Introduction to Hero’s Journey. Behaviour 
that converts the ordinary to extraordinary

• Instant Happiness
Happiness Action Plan. 3 Mind Body 
practices to instantly feel good. Techniques 
to release blocks

• I Shall Not Be Discouraged
Strategies to deal with self doubt and fears, 
criticism, bullying and interim failures

• Quick Unstress
Understand our body’s stress response 
mechanism. Learn how to release stress, 
how to relax and how to restore joy

• Mind Body Secrets to Motivation
Techniques to build resilience and focus

• Insights into my body-type
Gain in-depth knowledge of personal body 
type and behaviour.  Learn simple lifestyle 
changes to realize potential
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”Sessions your ward will cherish 
forever. Greatly enjoyed by our 
cadets. Fun. Useful. Life 
changing. We will soon be 
engaging all students in 
Ernakulam in this workshop”

Rajesh T R 
Assistant Commissioner of Police, 
District Crime Record. Ernakulam

“From victim to victor mindset
using methods youth everywhere 
love”

Dr Jacques De Sony, 
Clinical Psychologist, Life Coach, 
Lecturer.

…

Topics Covered



Workshops Designed For 2020
1. Quick Unstress

Understand our body’s stress response 
mechanism. Learn how to release 
stress, how to relax and how to restore 
health and happiness in body and 
mind.

2. Instant Happiness

5 techniques and practices to create 
happiness – starting from the body. 
Gibberish practice to release blocks. 
Happiness Action Plan to find 
meaning in the midst of chaos.

3. Sleep Deep

Learn the science of sleep. Experience 
the ritual of letting go, ritual of 
happiness and ritual of trust to sink 
into wholesome sleep.

4. Meaning & Motivation

Finding meaning especially in uncertain 
times. How to develop focus and 
motivation.

5. Family Time

Explore playful ways to connect, forgive 
and smile together. Partner session from 
the comfort of your home. Breathwork, 
Partner Practices etc.

6. Lung Training

Series of breathing techniques that 
improve lung functioning and respiratory 
fitness. The practices improve immunity 
and reduces stress.

7. Neck & Shoulders

Simple habits and practices to improve 
upper body fitness. Pain free work from 
home tips.
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Other Workshops 1 Hour Each

2. Quick Unstress

3. Instant Happiness

4. Sleep Deep

5. Meaning and Motivation

6. Bonding Time

7. Lung Training (NEW)

8. Neck & Shoulders

Please indicate workshops that would benefit your students.

…………………………………………………………………

We shall then hop on a quick call, to understand your 
specific requirements and create a customised proposal. 

Prepared by
Garima Gupta
hello@memetme.com
International Business Development
Me Met Me 

“Session on stress was amazing and truly restored our mental strength. Unlike a lecture this was interactive and we could experience the difference immediately. ” 

Subhobrata Sengupta
GM - Strategy and Operations. Bookmyshow



INTRO

Each session begins with 
science and behaviour 
associated with the topic. 
Anecdotes and questions that 
reveal latest research in a fun 
way.

When we understand the 
how and why – we can 
begin to empower ourselves.
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TECHNIQUES 

Practical, Simple, Safe 
and Personalised 
Recommendation

STORIES & SHARING

Because all of us love 
stories…

Introductions to Concepts,
Interactive, Engaging

Proven Techniques from 
mindfulness, meditation, 
breath-work, postures, 
reflection, intense physical 
activity or social (online) 
activities to help become 
healthier and happier.

Psycho sensory interactions 
and mind body interventions.

Human psyche respond best 
to stories and visualizations.

Inspirational true stories and 
interesting mythologies and 
parables are often used to 
help the group stay oriented 
towards finding joy, peace 
and purpose during these 
troubled times.

“Nuthan delivered an amazing workshop for my global team. We absolutely needed that session in midst of this pandemic. The stress management session was 
attended by over 60 senior leaders. I got rave reviews from the team” 

Joseph Kora Global Head of Delivery - Cognizant



PHYSICAL

Simple and proven methods to reduce 
stress levels, improved circulation, 
sleep , immunity & energy levels.
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MENTAL

Learn through a fun engaging, 
workshop. Enhanced focus, resilience, 

improved positivity.

SOCIAL

Improved empathy and happiness 
directed interactions

“Sessions you will cherish forever. Greatly enjoyed by our cadets. Life changing.”
Rajesh T R 

Assistant Commissioner of Police, Ernakulam
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We offer well researched and customisable modules that are designed to improve corporate and student wellbeing.

Our modules are a judicious blend of psycho sensory interactions behaviour, mind body interventions and inspired from Indic wisdom.

Effective. Economical. Engaging.

Together in it.

Media Coverage

“Nuthan has conducted wonderful yoga and training sessions for the Navy on different occasions including International Yoga Day. She is highly professional 
and knowledgeable in her approach and methodology.” 

Admiral Sunil Lamba Former Chief of Naval Staff, India



thanks

+91  9567366250 
hello@memetme.com
www.memetme.com

Click On

mailto:hello@memetme.com
http://www.memetme.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtVGrjl1CntzLKuQ49l6Ieg
https://www.instagram.com/nuthanmanohar/
https://in.linkedin.com/company/me-met-me
https://www.facebook.com/MeMetMeWellness/

